The Lonely Polygamist: A Novel

A New York Times bestseller: from a
luminous storyteller, a highly anticipated
new novel about the American family writ
large. Udall masterfully portrays the
hapless foibles and tragic yearnings of our
fellow humans.?San Francisco Chronicle
Golden Richards, husband to four wives,
father to twenty-eight children, is having
the mother of all midlife crises. His
construction business is failing, his family
has grown into an overpopulated
mini-dukedom beset with insurrection and
rivalry, and he is done in with grief: due to
the accidental death of a daughter and the
stillbirth of a son, he has come to doubt the
capacity of his own heart. Brady Udall, one
of our finest American fiction writers, tells
a tragicomic story of a deeply faithful man
who, crippled by grief and the demands of
work and family, becomes entangled in an
affair that threatens to destroy his familys
future. Like John Irving and Richard Yates,
Udall creates characters that engage us to
the fullest as they grapple with the nature
of need, love, and belonging. Beautifully
written, keenly observed, and ultimately
redemptive, The Lonely Polygamist is an
unforgettable story of an American
family?with its inevitable dysfunctionality,
heartbreak, and comedy?pushed to its outer
limits.

Summary and reviews of The Lonely Polygamist by Brady Udall, plus links to a book excerpt from The Lonely
Polygamist and author biography of Brady Udall. Set in the nineteen-seventies, this expansive novel focusses on
Golden, the patriarch of a four-wife, twenty-eight child, three-house family, part It takes guts to write a sympathetic
novel about a polygamist family, given the lifestyle is frowned upon in the majority of US culture -- and in theThe
Lonely Polygamist By Brady Udall Norton 2010, 572 pages, $26.95 Take the entertaining and at times very moving
new novel, The Lonely Polygamist.Editorial Reviews. Review. Amazon Best Books of the Month, May 2010: The
Lonely Polygamist: A Novel - Kindle edition by Brady Udall.A New York Times bestseller: Udall masterfully portrays
the hapless foibles and tragic yearnings of our fellow humans. ?San Francisco Chronicle. Brady Udalls The Lonely
Polygamist. In 1888, a bishop and one-time newspaper editor spoke to a gathering of young Mormons about literature
Because Ive been working for the better part of a decade on a novel called The Lonely Polygamist, and because
novelists are routinely asked Buy The Lonely Polygamist by Brady Udall at or Amazon.com Summary: This novel,
with lots of comic elements, is all about: The Lonely Polygamist (Audible Audio Edition): Brady Udall, David Aaron
Baker, Recorded An American Marriage (Oprahs Book Club): A Novel.The Lonely Polygamist. A Novel. Brady Udall
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(Author). Sign up for the monthly New Releases email. Eric Weinberger, The New York Times Book Review.From a
luminous storyteller, a highly anticipated new novel about the American family writ large. Golden Richards, husband to
four wives, father to twenty-eightThe Lonely Polygamist has 14144 ratings and 2535 reviews. Tim said: Sometimes
when I recommend a book that Ive enjoyed, I worry about talking it up to
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